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TREASURE TROVE OF RECIPES PROVES VARIETY IS THE

SPICE OF LIFE: [THIRD EDITION]

T. Susan Chang Globe Correspondent. Boston Globe [Boston, Mass] 14 Dec 2005: E.4.

The year's cookbooks struck a bolder note than usual. If the last few years have seen a return

to the family table and a willingness to put in more hours at the stove, now we have a veritable

festival of smoke and fire, spice and flavor. Whether this embrace of the fundamentals will last

is hard to say. But it sure makes for good reading.

Barbecuing and grilling are the techniques of the year. Barbecue aficionado Paul Kirk came out

with a winner-take-all guide to preparing championship-level protein over the open fire with Paul

Kirk's Championship Barbecue (Harvard Common Press, $24.95). Do you need 64 recipes for

dry rubs? Sure you do! Mike Mills and Amy Mills Tunnicliffe (the restaurateur also known as

"The Legend") co-wrote Peace, Love, and Barbecue (Rodale, $19.95). For those who want a

committed relationship with their grill but shy away from competition, Elizabeth Karmel's

Taming the Flame: Secrets for Hot- and-Quick Grilling and Low-and-Slow BBQ (Wiley, $24.95)

offers a fine grill primer with a broad variety of recipes. Cheryl and Bill Jamison's Good Times,

Good Grilling (Morrow, $24.95) is for the occasional griller, with lots of side dishes that have

more to do with partying than with standing at the Weber.

On the subject of turning up the heat, the year brought Dave DeWitt & Nancy Gerlach's Spicy

Food Lover's Bible (Stewart Tabori & Chang, $29.95) and Clifford Wright's Some Like It Hot:

Spicy Favorites From the World's Hot Zones (Harvard Common Press, $18.95). Wright is as

multiculturally minded as ever; the DeWitt-Gerlach book offers an organized reference to all

things Capsicum. Both brim with globe-trotting recipes that will sear your palate.

The 2005 carnivore's award goes to Jennifer McLagan for her delectable Bones: Recipes,

History & Lore (Morrow, $34.95). Everybody knows where the sweetest part of the meat lies;

McLagan's book exalts chicken wings, baby back ribs, veal shanks, and ham hocks.

A pair of European classics have at last made it into translation: The Silver Spoon (Phaidon,

$39.95), Italy's answer to "The Joy of Cooking," shows what Italians have really been eating at

home for 50 years. La Bonne Cuisine de Madame E. Saint-Ange (10 Speed, $40), a generation

older, taught French women traditional home cooking.

Every year brings dozens of Italian cookbooks. Cesare Casella's True Tuscan (Harper Collins,

$24.95) is a joyous guide to the mellow, herb-scented dishes of Tuscany. The Simpler the

Better: Sensational Italian Meals by Leslie Revsin (Wiley, $17.95), though more of an Italian-



American hybrid, still does a good job of balancing convenience with authenticity.

Jewish cookbooks had a couple of bright spots: Louise Fiszer and Jeannette Ferrary's Jewish

Holiday Feasts (Chronicle, $9.95) is an indispensable volume for those whose hankering for

latkes or hamantaschen takes on seasonal urgency. A very different kind of comfort can be

found in the utterly delightful America's Great Delis: Recipes and Traditions From Coast to

Coast (Collectors Press, $35) by Sheryll Bellman. Here along with a Yiddish glossary are matzo

ball soup, knishes, chopped liver, brisket, cheesecake from some of the most legendary urban

delis; it's enough to make you weep for joy. Matthew Goodman's Jewish Food, The World at

Table (Harper Collins, $29.95) is more exotic, with Middle Eastern sambousak, the cheese-filled

semolina turnovers, and chitarnee, a Calcutta sweet-and-sour chicken dish.

Three very different Asian cookbooks round out the global scene. The Dance of Spices: Classic

Indian Cooking for Today's Home Kitchen by Laxmi Hiremath ($29.95, Wiley) is the most

comprehensive and ambitious book of its kind in years. To the sparse field of Korean cooking,

Eating Korean by Cecilia Hae-Jin Lee (Wiley, $27.50) comes as a welcome contribution, bringing

bulgogi and kalbi into American kitchens. Finally, Elizabeth Andoh's Washoku: Recipes From the

Japanese Home Kitchen (10 Speed, $35) opens wide the doors to a cuisine known mostly in

restaurants.

Though celebrity chefs were relatively subdued on the publishing front this year, Mario Batali,

characteristically, was not. In his Molto Italiano (Ecco, $39.95) the sweet-and-sour boar and

barbecued goat might not be everybody's idea of home cooking, but you can't fault his

enthusiasm for stretching readers' culinary horizons. Also from the professional kitchen comes

Gordon Ramsay Makes it Easy: 100 Sophisticated but Simple Recipes (Wiley, $24.95). This

British restaurateur is unabashed about what he likes (bacon, shellfish, and sweets).

Books associated with restaurants have varying degrees of applicability in the kitchen. For

ambitious seasonal cooking, Suzanne Goin's Sunday Suppers at Lucques (Knopf, $35) offers

impressive creations from the California restaurateur.

In the avalanche of entertaining books comes Simple Soiree by Peggy Knickerbocker (Stewart

Tabori & Chang, $35), which captures a spirit of easy luxury, shifting much of the labor to the

day before and making smart use of braises and salads. Less glamorous but equally full of

good ideas is Dinner for Eight by New Hampshire resident Denise Landis (St. Martin's, $27.95)

with 40 seasonal menus. Pam Anderson dispenses with menu prescriptions altogether in

Perfect Recipes for Having People Over (Houghton Mifflin, $35), opting instead for big, family-

style, mix-and-match recipes.

For self-sufficient souls for whom fine dining is best enjoyed alone, there's The Gourmet

Toaster Oven: Simple and Sophisticated Meals for the Busy Cook by Lynn Alley (10 Speed,

$18.95) which proves with surprising flair that good meals can indeed come in small packages.

Anyone attempting exuberant achievements should not be without A Cook's Book of Quick

Fixes and Kitchen Tips by Anne Willan (Wiley, $15.95), which describes itself as "a treasury of



easy, last-minute fixes for a wide range of culinary calamities."

If National Geographic published cookbooks, one would look like Naomi Duguid's and Jeffrey

Alford's Mangoes & Curry Leaves (Artisan, $45), a lush tribute to the foods of Bangladesh,

Pakistan, India, Nepal, and Sri Lanka. This volume will probably find its primary home on the

coffee table.

How distant the low-carb fad of 2002 seems now. It took awhile for baking cookbooks to

recover. Last year the weekend bakers came back, with little cookie projects no one needed to

feel guilty about. Now, all-out decadent sweets are between the pages, books are packed with

sugar from cover to cover and they're not holding back on the buttercream, either.

Cupcakes hit it big this year, their demure size masking the fact that they're really just a way of

increasing your frosting-to-cake ratio. Maine-based Elinor Klivans' Cupcakes! (Chronicle,

$16.95) has a sweet selection of little cakes, ranging from traditional to outrageous. For those

who crave a grown-up cake, Cakes From Scratch in Half the Time by Linda West Eckhardt

(Chronicle, $24.95) is a godsend; this baker has analyzed time and temperature to a fare-

thee-well and ditched the fussy frostings. The results shave precious minutes off your time in

the kitchen while not forcing anyone to resort to a mix.

The year brought a flurry of chocolate books, generally geared toward amateur confectioners

willing to temper their way to the perfect truffle. Globe contributor Lisa Yockelson's

ChocolateChocolate (Wiley, $45), on the other hand, offers a wide- ranging collection of cakes,

cookies, brownies, and lots of stunning photographs so you know where you're headed.

Three books speak to the soulful heart of baking. Novelist Eileen Goudge shares a lifetime of

desserts a selection of time-tested quick breads and breads in Something Warm From the

Oven: Baking Memories, Making Memories (Morrow, $24.95). Saying it with sugar is the idea in

Judith Sutton's charming Sweet Gratitude: Bake a Thank- You for the Really Important People

in Your Life , which is filled with recipes suitable for giftwrap, from caramels to candied orange

peel. Holiday Baking: New and Traditional Recipes for Wintertime Holidays by Sara Perry

(Chronicle, $18.95) captures the spirit of the season in appealing confections.

Not every book requires a skilled hand with flour. Two explore the world from a distinctly

cream- and egg-centric perspective. The Splendid Spoonful: From Custard to Creme Brulee by

New Hampshire author Barbara Lauterbach (Chronicle, $19.95) explores every sort of pleasure

that can be served in a ramekin. Lauren Chattman's Icebox Desserts (Harvard Common Press,

$17.97) restores the cool glamour of molds, puddings, and parfaits, with little or no need to

turn on the oven.

Two popular bakers have gone on the road and come back laden with treasure. Nancy Baggett

traveled the country in search of famous local desserts, from a New York Concord grape pie to

caramels from New Mexico; many of the recipes in The All-American Dessert Book (Houghton

Mifflin, $35) are cherished secrets. Nick Malgieri, drawing on a career's worth of globe-trotting,

has put together a compendium of sweet and savory baked goods in A Baker's Tour (Harper



Collins, $34.95).

Home cooks are drawn to the kitchen for many reasons. One is that working on a recipe is a

good way to unwind from a grueling job. This year's bright and bold books offer a chance to

break away from the regular fare you cook night after night. Stick your neck out and make it

challenging and fun. Remember: Life's not worth living without a little adventure as long as

someone (read: someone else) cleans up.
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